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BUILDING A CITY DESIGNED FOR PEOPLE
The quality of building design matters for a growing city. And the
rules and processes to ensure good, people-oriented design for
our most populated, growing and vibrant places is important for
residents, workers and visitors alike.

on the rules for Portland’s Design overlay zone (the d-overlay)
and design review program.

From assessment to amendments
In 2016, the bureaus of Planning and Sustainability (BPS) and
Development Services (BDS) hired a consultant team to assess

Portland’s design review program has been shaping the city for

the City’s Design overlay zone (d-overlay). The result was The

more than three decades. As the city continues to grow and as

Design Overlay Zone Assessment, which included a set of

investment generates new construction, we have an opportunity

findings and recommendations to improve the process and

to evaluate and update the rules that govern the design of new,

tools that implement the d-overlay. Now, BPS and BDS are ready

larger buildings — particularly in denser/more populated and

to put those recommendations into action with the Design

growing areas.

Overlay Zone Amendments (DOZA) projects: DOZA Process

The Design Overlay Zones Amendments projects — DOZA

and DOZA Tools.

Process and DOZA Tools — do just that; they hit the reset button

THE DOZA PROJECTS
DOZA Process
DOZA Process includes ways to make the regulatory process more efficient, predictable and transparent.
The proposed zoning code amendments work in conjunction with ongoing administrative improvements
being led by BDS, which implements the City’s Design Review Program.

DOZA Tools
DOZA Tools will create new discretionary design guidelines and objective design standards to implement
the Design overlay zone outside of the Central City. The project will update the thresholds and exemptions
for triggering design review. It may expand the Design overlay zone on the zoning map and propose
protections for “character” buildings.

DOZA PROCESS | DISCUSSION DRAFT HIGHLIGHTS
DOZA Process is a collaborative effort between BPS and BDS and involves amendments to the zoning code that work in
conjunction with administrative improvements.

Proposals include:
1.

Revise the purpose statement for the Design overlay

2.

Clarify that floor area ratio (FAR) cannot be reduced as a

zone and related design chapters to reflect the direction
of the new Comprehensive Plan:

3.

The Design overlay zone strengthens Portland as
a city designed for people. The Design overlay zone
supports the city’s evolution within current and
emerging centers of civic life. The overlay fosters
development that:
•

condition of design review approval.
In the Gateway plan district, allow smaller projects to
use community design standards as an alternative to a
design review.
4.

Align the Type III design review and historic resource
review process with an applicant’s design process by

Builds on context by enhancing the distinctive
physical, natural, historic and cultural qualities
of the location while accommodating growth
and change;

•

Contributes to a public realm that encourages
social interaction and fosters inclusivity; and

•

Promotes quality and long-term resilience in
the face of changing demographics, climate
and economy.
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allowing phased submittals of materials, requiring early
design conferences and ensuring focused commission
deliberations and decision-making. See below.
5.

Update the rules related to Design Commission
membership to allow landscape architects as industry
technical experts, and clarify that the public-at-large
member is independent of these industries.
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More benefits
Additional administrative improvements, many of which are already being implemented by BDS, aim to make the process
more efficient and accessible for all participants. Improvements include: including renters in all mailed land use review notices;
annually updating the “Guide to Design Review;” creating and adopting Design Commission bylaws; and continuing professional
development tours and equity trainings for staff.

DOZA TOOLS | CONCEPT REPORT
Discretionary Design Guidelines
& Objective Design Standards
DOZA Tools proposes a new set of criteria for areas outside
Central City that have the Design overlay (d-overlay) zone:
discretionary design guidelines and objective design
standards. The current Community Design Guidelines and
Community Design Standards will continue to be used for
conservation districts.
The DOZA Tools Conceptual Framework is based on the
three “tenets” of design highlighted in the new purpose
statement for the Design overlay zone: context, public
realm and quality.
The Conceptual Framework proposes a nested outline starting
with these three tenets. Under each tenet are supporting
discretionary design guidelines, which are broad to allow

DESIGN REVIEW BASICS
The Design overlay zone is applied to certain
geographic areas of the city and shown on the
Official Zoning Maps with a letter ’d.’
The Design overlay zone provides two options
for review of development proposals: 1) the
objective (design plan check) track; and 2) the
discretionary (design review) track.
Currently, discretionary design review is
required for development in the Central City
and Gateway plan districts. Outside of these
regional centers, Oregon law requires local
governments to provide an objective design
plan check track for housing development. In
most cases, applicants for all projects outside
of regional centers may choose to go through
the discretionary process if they do not
want to meet, or cannot meet, the clear and
objective standards.

flexibility in how they are met. The “means of design” are
intended to bridge these guidelines to the objective design
standards, which are more specific and prescriptive. The draft
standards may evolve to include a menu of choices, a concept
that has not yet been fully formed.
The approaches in the Conceptual Framework focus on new
construction, both multi-dwelling and mixed use buildings.
These tools will need further refinement to consider how they
may apply to alterations and additions, as well as clarify their
relationship with existing area-specific tools.

1. IF THE OBJECTIVE (DESIGN PLAN
CHECK) TRACK IS USED: The proposal
is reviewed by planners in the Bureau
of Development Services as part of an
application for a building permit. The
proposal must meet objective design
standards, and the review process is the
same as for a building permit. There is no
opportunity for public comment.
2. IF THE DISCRETIONARY (DESIGN
REVIEW) TRACK IS USED: Design
review is conducted by the planners
on the Design Team of the Bureau of
Development Services and sometimes the
Portland Design Commission. The review
process varies with the type of proposal,
the size of the project and the location.
Neighbors will be notified and a hearing
may be required.
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DOZA TOOLS

[ MEANS ]
URBAN DESIGN
FRAMEWORK ELEMENTS A.

[ MEANS ]
PRIDE + SENSE OF BELONGING A.
CONNECTIVITY B.
BUILDING MASSING C.
NEIGHBORLY BUILDINGS D.

[ MEANS ]
STEEP SLOPES + HILLSIDES A.
SPECIAL NATURAL FEATURES B.
PATTERN AREA TREES + PLANTINGS C.
ON-SITE CHARACTER STRUCTURES D.

[ STANDARDS APPROACH ]
Reference UDF element matrix | Incorporate guideline + standards approaches in
neighborhood plans + community design standards

[ STANDARDS APPROACH ]
Prioritize* augmenting building spaces with art or murals | Prioritize* creating spaces and
amenities for community use | Prioritize* expressing cultural values
Prioritize* enhanced standards for public pedestrian connections | Prioritize* entries and site
circulation | Position* new open spaces to build on successful existing open spaces
Reinforce* the corner | Articulate the building | For facades on civic and neighborhood
corridors, break massing | Require* roof standards | Break up* expanses of glazing
Locate public entries x’ from R-zones | Reduce light overspill | Break up* massing at building
edges | Apply* green roof strategies when visible from above

[ STANDARDS APPROACH ]
Maximum retaining wall height for steep sites | Incorporate* natural drainage practices |
Apply* vertical green walls
Integrate* and preserve * natural water & geological features | Preserve* & add to* areas of
native vegetation | Preserve or create* visual connections between adjacent public spaces
Utilize plantings that provide wildlife food and shelter | Provide* 30% native plantings |
Prioritize* a tree species mix | Prioritize* larger setbacks for tree preservation
TBD

This Conceptual Framework is considering a menu of choices for some standards. Where indicated by an asterisk (*), these standards may not be required but included
in a list of priorities whereby an applicant must choose to fulfill one or more.
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DOZA TOOLS

[ MEANS ]
GROUND FLOORS A.
SETBACKS B.
CORNERS AND ENTRIES C.
WINDOWS D.
WEATHER PROTECTION E.
ARTICULATION F.
LIGHTING G.

[ MEANS ]
ENCLOSURES A.
SEATING B.
ART + WATER FEATURES C.
ACCESS TO BICYCLES D.
TRANSIT E.
TREES + LANDSCAPING F.

[ MEANS ]
UTILITIES A.
STRUCTURED PARKING B.
VEHICLE AREAS C.
LONG-TERM BIKE PARKING D.
STORMWATER INTEGRATION E.

[ STANDARDS APPROACH ]
Require minimum heights | Prioritize* individual entry units
Require front setbacks | Allow setbacks to incorporate usable open space
Require deeper setback for corner entries | Require weather protection
Require higher concerntration at entries & open areas |Prioritize* “public rooms” at ground
floors | Increase upper floor window percentages
Require minimum depth | Specify height range
Limit oriel windows and building projections | Allow flexibility in max building length
requirements
Require at entries and and street corners | Require regular spacing along pedestrian
pathways

[ STANDARDS APPROACH ]
Require defined enclosure | Require windows, entries, seating, landscaping
Require along transit streets, at entries and open areas | Allow flexibility in seating types
Prioritize* art and water features within open areas
Prioritize* short-term bicycle parking within open areas
Prioritize* seating in locations near transit stops
Require in setbacks and open areas

[ STANDARDS APPROACH ]
Prioritize* location for utilities | Require screening and a minimum distance from main
building entries
Reduce length of structured parking and garages | Minimize impacts* through materials,
punched openings and location of entry
Prohibit parking in front setback |Require screening from parking and mechanized parking
structures
Allow within parking setback
Prioritize* integration with seating areas and art

This Conceptual Framework is considering a menu of choices for some standards. Where indicated by an asterisk (*), these standards may not be required but included
in a list of priorities whereby an applicant must choose to fulfill one or more.
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DOZA TOOLS

[ MEANS ]
ARTICULATION A.
APPLICATION OF EXT. MATERIALS B.
QUALITY OF EXT. MATERIALS C.
BUILDING OPENINGS D.
BUILDING PROJECTIONS E.
MECHANICAL SYSTEMS F.

[ MEANS ]
RESOURCE CONSERVATION A.

[ STANDARDS APPROACH ]
Prioritize* entries, building program and open spaces
Limit number of materials | Relate change to shift in planes and building elements
Prohibit low quality materials | Allow wood in areas protected from rain
Prioritize* windows near entries | Limit number of window sizes above the ground floor
Require minimum outside reveal depth
Use consistent materials on similar building elements
Require screening at the ground floor | Require regular spacing and similar colors for upper
stories | Prioritize* placement within rooftops and building recessions

[ STANDARDS APPROACH ]
Prioritize* conservation of structures | Prioritize* conservation of character structures
Prioritize* recycled and reclaimed materials

ECO-ROOFS B.

Prioritize* eco-roofs

BIRD-SAFE C.

Prioritize* bird-safe exterior glazing

DAYLIGHT + AIR D.
LOCKER ROOMS E.

[ MEANS ]
INTERNAL OPEN SPACES A.
INTERNAL PED. CONNECTIONS B.
INTERNAL VEHICLE AREAS C.
SOLAR ACCESS D.

Require strategies to increase access to daylight and air
Prioritize* locker room facilities

[ STANDARDS APPROACH ]
Require facing windows, entries, seating, landscaping within the site | Enhance standards of
non-street facing ground units | Require unit entries within close proximity
Require windows + entries |Require min. width and height (if covered) | Require accessibility
Require low speed connections with vehicles | Require lighting + landscaping
Limit % of site used | Limit/break up large parking areas | Require maximum drive aisle to
parking stall area ratio | Require paver material % | Ground floor unit standards
Prioritize* solar exposure

This Conceptual Framework is considering a menu of choices for some standards. Where indicated by an asterisk (*), these standards may not be required but included
in a list of priorities whereby an applicant must choose to fulfill one or more.

DOZA TOOLS | ADDITIONAL CONCEPTS
Other concepts being considered as part of the DOZA Tools project include:

Design Overlay Zone Map
Update the Design overlay zone map to align with the new purpose statement of
the Design overlay zone.
• Expand the Design overlay zone to commercial/mixed use-zoned properties in
Neighborhood Centers that do not have the d-overlay, i.e., 42nd/Killingsworth, Cully,
Division/162nd, Heart of Foster, Jade District, Mid-Lombard, Montavilla, North Tabor,
Parkrose, Powell/Creston, Raleigh Hills, Roseway and Woodstock.
• Remove the Design overlay zone from single-dwelling-zoned properties (e.g., properties in
or near Sellwood-Moreland, Hillsdale, Macadam, Floyd Light Middle School and N Prescott).

Review Thresholds
Establish review thresholds based on the size and scope of the project — requiring a
higher level of review for larger projects and a lower level of review (or exemption)
for smaller projects.
Changes in thresholds are intended to accomplish the following:
• Base the level of review on the scale of development and simplify the review table;
• Distinguish between new buildings, additions to buildings and alterations;
• Distinguish between projects inside the Central City and those outside the Central City;
• Consider an objective, standards track for alternations in the Central City; and
• Simplify and consolidate the current list of 29 exemptions.

“Character” Buildings
Encourage new development to incorporate older “character” buildings or facades that
define the area. Consider the following:
• An incentive to preserve an older building or façade by providing floor area bonuses or
exempting existing floor area from maximum floor area ratio limits.
• Require a discretionary review to ensure that the additions to the existing character building
contribute to the preservation of the façade/building.

DOZA TOOLS CONCEPT REPORT | QUESTIONS TO ANSWER
The purpose of the DOZA Tools Concept Report is to get early public input and feedback on concepts well before any proposals
are formulated. While feedback on any aspect of the report is sought and appreciated, staff have identified several questions for
which we particularly need your input.
A more thorough discussion of each concept, and additional questions, can be found in the Concept Report.

The Design Overlay Zone Map

“Character” Buildings

1.

7.

This concept would expand the map to commercial/

This proposal introduces a level of regulatory

mixed use-zoned properties in 13 new Neighborhood

complexity. Done right, it could have great outcomes.

Centers. Does this take us in the right direction towards

Done incorrectly, it could create a lot of confusion and

meeting our many goals? Should the Design overlay

false expectation. Is the idea worth pursuing?

zone be expanded to civic corridors as well?
8.
2.

Should this provision focus only on specific areas within

This concept would remove the d-overlay from

the design overlay zone, or should it apply in any part of

single-dwelling zoned properties because the

the city where older commercial buildings are located?

objective is to review bigger projects with high
impacts. Does this concept make sense, and is it
moving in the right direction?

Thresholds
3.

New buildings/development in the Design overlay zone
are never exempt – and Central City projects will still
need to go through a discretionary review. Should there
be an exemption for small new development within the
Central City? What about outside of the Central City?

4.

Should larger commercial-only buildings be allowed to
use standards?

5.

Should the City simplify the exemptions by exempting
any alteration that modifies a small area of a façade or
a rooftop? What is the right threshold: 200 square feet,
500 square feet, other?

6.

The concept exempts residential development
affecting three or fewer units. Does this align with
the goal of basing the level of review on the impact
of the development?

9.

Are there incentives for “character” buildings we
should explore?

Discretionary Design Guidelines
& Objective Design Standards
10. Do the guidelines align well with the three tenets
of design (context, public realm, quality)?
11. Do the “means” work well as suggestions toward
meeting the guidelines?
12. Are some objective standards more critical to achieving
design success than others?

HAVE QUESTIONS OR COMMENTS?
•

Learn more, download documents, or sign up to get
email notifications on the project:
www.portlandoregon.gov/bps/DOZA

•

Contact
Kathryn Hartinger, City Planner, DOZA Coordinator
kathryn.hartinger@portlandoregon.gov or (503) 823-9714

•

Come talk to us in person
Community members are invited to attend an open house to learn about
the DOZA projects. Project staff will be available to answer questions and
listen to your feedback.
DOZA Open House
Wednesday, May 9, 2018, 5 – 7:30 p.m.
1900 SW 4th Avenue, Room 2500 (2nd floor)
TriMet: Multiple bus, MAX and streetcar lines

NEXT STEPS
•

DOZA PROCESS
Comments on the DOZA Process Discussion Draft are due June 1,
2018. Comments will inform the Proposed Draft, which will be published
in Summer 2018 for the Planning and Sustainability Commission’s (PSC)
consideration. At that time, the community will be invited to testify to
the PSC in writing or at a public hearing in Fall 2018.

•

DOZA TOOLS
Comments on the DOZA Tools Concept Report are appreciated
by June 1, 2018. Feedback will be considered and incorporated into
a revised concept, which will be used to test the new guidelines and
standards on a variety of sites across the city. The testing will inform
further revisions and an initial proposal, the DOZA Tools Discussion Draft,
which will be released for public review and comment in Winter 2019.

